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Descriptive Transcript 

 

Title: Cert IV Screen and Media Show Reel 
Year: 2023 

Audio/video for this transcript available from: https://commons.swinburne.edu.au 

 

 

Mysterious music playing. 

White screen with black dots (Swinburne branding). Text reads: CERTIFICATE IV SCREEN AND MEDIA. 

A series of clips are shown: 

A woman lying on bed with white floral sheets is facing away from camera. Cloud-like steam enters 
the screen from the right. 

A young woman in a tunnel turns and runs towards the tunnel opening. 

Animated view of a sunset. A red balloon is floating away. 

The woman on the bed starts rising mysteriously. 

A hooded figure walks away from the camera down a dark street. The camera focuses on the face-
profile of a man. 

The woman on the bed continues to rise. A view of the back of the woman’s head – the cloud 
appears sucked to the bottom left of the screen. A wider view. The woman is facing a wall with pale 
pink, yellow, gold and grey triangles. The woman’s head tilts suddenly to the left and centre. Camera 
shows her reflection as she peers at a gold triangle. Smaller triangles animate in the background. 

Two young men flop down onto a couch – one is holding a remote control.  

The woman in the triangle room flinches and appears to fall off screen with hands raised. Small 
animated triangles trail from her fingers. 

Viewed from the outside, a broken widow reveals the fingers of a hand, which them moves away. 

A young man and woman are sitting outside at night. A beer bottle is visible. The man nods. A bright 
light appears centre screen and the couple turns to look. 

A view of the sun behind moving clouds. 

A black and white view of a man’s face with eyes closed. 

https://commons.swinburne.edu.au/items/da3676cf-d924-4d9f-9558-f67a694ee779/1/
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Two young men sit at a table in front of the Italian flag, nodding. A plate of cookies is blurry in the 
foreground. 

An animated spider dances in a web. 

An animated stick insect waves from a realistic background of a tree. 

With a white background, an animated silhouette human figure moves towards a silhouette of a 
camera. A screen is to the right. 

Two animated snails rock from side to side, perhaps singing.  

The animated red balloon flies across the moon. 

An animated boat with a white sail and four coloured stick figures is shown. Camera zooms back to 
show the ocean waves, followed by a full view of Earth. 

An animated landscape with mountains, sky, sun and grass. An animated boy in a red top with 
rainbows on his pockets rotates. 

Animation of a 2-reel film projector and film strip. 

A backyard in the rain. A man in a standing posture hovers above the ground. 

Man seated in a boxing gym, speaking [no audio]. 

Same man wearing red boxing gloves, sparring with an older man in a boxing ring. 

Shots of tables in a bagel café. 

Café owner speaking in front of food counter. 

Two young people speaking, seated in front of a gaming PC. Close up of the woman. 

Woman in a school playground, speaking. 

Child speaking, smiling, school playground in the background. 

Man sits up in bed, startled. 

Man in a suit talks on a phone whilst walking down a suburban street. 

Shot from inside a car – a woman peers through driver’s window. 

Woman seated on top of an old and broken car in the bush. 

Animated red balloon flies through a thunderstorm. 

Two men speaking at a café table. 

Four animated snails rock from side to side, circus tents in the background.  
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Split screen shows four animated creatures dancing: a snake, frog, spider and mantis. 

Man sitting at an office desk. Two women stand behind him.  

Black and white shot of a man sitting on a bench. 

Close up on a man’s face with eyes closed. His eyes open. 

Man at a desk, talking on a rotary phone, smoking. 1950s styling. Close up of the man’s face. 

Two people walking up to an old bluestone house. One is carrying a camera and tripod. 

Figure in a white fox mask, wearing a black suit and tie, stands in a laneway… 

Woman with wide arms open rising up, wearing a white t-shirt, animation lines following her 
movement, scene changes with her holding a net of large triangles as wings 

Woman seated on a bed, looking towards the floor, sad expression on her face 

Black and White shot of a Man looking to the left and speaking 

Man suddenly stands up from couch, talking and expressing anger 

Over the shoulder shot of young boy walking through a corridor in daylight then transitioning to 
night time  

A distressed man is sitting at the door on the ground, holding both his hands to the face  

Woman with white t-shirt and with tringle wings spins around dancing  

A man with beard looks at the camera. 

We see a shot of a saw on the wall  

A shot of blood leaking down bathroom tiles  

Animated male character walking cross screen, the background transitioning from day to night time 

Three Boys one after the other peak from around a fence looking excited  

Boy speaks with hands in the air, appearing to be concerned  

A white spider strikes a bee on a purple flower  

Two boys standing, one appears to gesture to with his hands that he cannot hear what is said  

A man holding cards, speaking  

A woman listening with a slight smile, while holding her head with her arm, then responds confused  

An aminated red balloon continues to rise up, flying towards the moon  

A man is rising both his arms up  
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A man with black short hair is sitting on the floor with a concerned look on his face, both of his eyes 
glow red  

A woman with short black hair looking down, suddenly looks up  

A black and white shot of a person wearing a bear mask nods their head  

A man with curly blond hair stands on a building looking out, we see night time and city lights in the 
distance 

A woman in a white shirt, draws a circle on an animated wall, triangles change shape and color on 
the wall  

A red animated balloon continues to travel into space passing the moon and heading towards Saturn 

A woman with white t-shirt and black short hair drifts into sleep and screen fades to white, 
mysterious music fades  

White screen with black dots (Swinburne branding). Text reads: Swinburne University of Technology 
Swinburne.edu.au  

[End of Transcript] 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


